My Corner of the Universe
158.1 CLE. Cleantis, Tracey. An Invitation to Self-Care: Why Learning to Nurture Yourself is the Key to the Life You’ve Always Wanted: 7
Principles for Abundant Living
Too often, we settle for the notion that self-care means giving ourselves treats and rewards for good behavior. But it's so much more
than that. Welcome to the self-care revolution!
158.1 GIL. Gillies, Isabel. Cozy: The Art of Arranging Yourself in the World
New York Times bestselling author Isabel Gillies picks up where our cultural fascination with hygge leaves off in this fresh and inspiring
look on the subtle art of cozy: Part manifesto, part lifestyle guide, part memoir, Cozy shows readers that true comfort comes from within.
615.321 COM. Combs, Dawn. Heal Local: 20 Essential Herbs for Do-It-Yourself Home Healthcare
Imagine if you could step into your backyard or onto your balcony to pick what you needed for any minor health emergency. Homestead
herbalist Dawn Combs shows how "100-mile healthcare" can be within your reach using Heal Local's small apothecary model.
646.726 BER. Bercaw, Isabel. Fizz Boom Bath!: Learn to Make Your Own BathBombs, Body Scrubs, and More! This book will teach you
how to create all kinds of delightful, natural, homemade bath treats. Fizzers, scrubs, masks, soaps, bubble bars--Fizz Boom Bath! has you
covered.
648.5 KON. Kondō, Marie. The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up
This best-selling guide to decluttering your home from Japanese cleaning consultant Marie Kondo takes readers step-by-step through
her revolutionary KonMari Method for simplifying, organizing, and storing.
648.8 BEC. Becker, Joshua. The Minimalist Home: a Room-By-Room Guide to a Decluttered, Refocused Life
The popular blogger outlines practical guidelines for simplifying a home lifestyle and rendering spaces both peaceful and purposeful
while addressing the underlying issues that contribute to home clutter problems.
649.58 GUR. Gurdon, Meghan Cox. The Enchanted Hour: the Miraculous Power of Reading Aloud in the Age of Distraction
Examines how reading aloud makes adults and children smarter, happier, healthier, more successful, and more closely attached, even as
technology pulls in the other direction.
747 SEA. Seal, Moorea. Make Yourself at Home: Design Your Space to Discover Your True Self
Organized by room in your home, It combines self-help and style/DIY through seasonal creative projects, inspirational personal essays,
and home and fashion style tips with the goal of personal growth through curating your environment and nurturing yourself.

